INSTRUCTIONS

Lantana
2 IN 1 SAFETY
CAN OPENER

The Lantana 2 in 1 Safety
Can Opener makes light
work of opening all kinds of
canned foods. Its unique
design removes the lid from
the can in a way that means
no sharp edges whatsoever.
So no more risk of painful nicks
and cuts while handling sharp
can edges. Plus, the can lid
fits neatly back onto the can
so that you can save spare
contents for later!

PLEASE NOTE - the
operation of this safety
tin opener is different to
that of regular tin openers
so please read through
the following instructions
carefully before use!
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NOTE - Due to its clever rim
cutting action, the can opener
mechanism shouldn’t come
into contact with the contents
of the can - so no need to
wash afterwards. If you do wish
to clean the unit, please wipe
clean with a damp cloth. Not
suitable for dishwasher.

INSTRUCTIONS
OPENING CANS

INSTRUCTIONS
OPENING BOTTLES

1.

Before use, make a half turn of the lever in a backwards direction.
This ensures that the opening mechanism is in the unlocked (open) position.

1.

Place bottle on a sturdy surface
and hold it firmly with one hand.

2.

Place the can on a flat and even surface, then slot the wheel of the opener over
the rim of the can.

2.

3.

Begin turning the lever in a forwards
direction. As you do this, you will feel the
opener lock onto the rim of the can.
Continue to turn the lever forwards, the can
will rotate as the opener cuts around the rim.

Position the steel lip (underneath
the head of the opener) under
the rim of the bottle cap.

3.

Slowly lift the handle, keeping the
head of the opener on top of the
bottle cap. This motion will lever
the bottle cap from the bottle.

4.

Watch our
quick-start video
tutorial here -

5.

When you feel a slight ‘jolt’
and lesser resistance from
the lever, this signals that
you have cut around the
full rim.
Turn the lever a half turn
backwards to release the
opener from lid.

THE LANTANA
2 IN 1 SAFETY CAN
OPENER ALSO
FEATURES AN EASY
TO USE BOTTLE
OPENER.

CLEANING
Wipe Clean Only - Not suitable for dishwasher. Do not submerge in water.

CONTACT LANTANA
For expert advice and a fast & personal response to any
questions you may have about this product, please email us
at support@lantana-home.com

lantana-home.com/video
6.

Lift the lid away from the
can with your fingers to
access can contents.

7.

The lid fits neatly back onto
the can in case you wish to
store can contents for later.

